Spring Fling
New Mexico 2016
Ecclesiastes 3:1-8 “For everything there is a season…”
Last fall during Robin’s off-range oryx hunt (which was a fun adventure in its own
right, but unsuccessful as measured by meat in the freezer) we heard coyotes
howling nearby. Having never hunted predators, and with no oryx in the vicinity, I
quickly asked Robin if she wanted to try her hand at calling in a coyote. Being a
little leery of hunting predators, she asked me to be the designated shooter.
I pulled a dying rabbit call from my backpack and squalled on it a few times as I
readied her trusty .243. Within minutes 3 coyotes ran past about 90-yards out!
Strangely they didn’t pause, but disappeared in the scattered desert scrub.
Suddenly a fourth coyote loped into view and stopped to look around. I squeezed
the trigger and just like that I had bagged my first predator ever.
I’ve never really tried hunting predators (except for lions), as in general I spend
my spare time chasing critters that are going to be enjoyed on the grill. However,
as stewards of the earth, I have always recognized that we need to manage all
species and there’s no question that NM holds more than its share of coyotes,
foxes, bobcats and lions, among other predators. Keeping their numbers in
check is part of good stewardship as it helps deer fawn and calf elk survival
immensely, which in turn grow into future burgers and steaks for our family.
The weather was cold and drizzly (hence our difficulty in locating oryx), so I
started a fire to warm Robin while I skinned the coyote, intending to have the
hide tanned. I tried roasting a chunk of backstrap, but the meat smelled vaguely
fishy and was quite unpalatable. I’m not so sure I’ll try that again.
Regardless, the pelt was beautiful and will make a memorable display on our
wall. That is if Robin doesn’t turn it into a scarf first!
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First predator!

Keeping warm
Later that same afternoon we heard another pack of coyotes yipping and this
time we set up Robin as the shooter. I called one to 40-yards, but Robin was just
a few inches too short to see it in her scope over the brush, so we missed out on
that exciting opportunity.
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This foray into calling predators whetted my appetite for trying my hand at calling
them into bow range, and I vowed a more serious attempt as the winter
progressed. It helped when a friend bought an electronic caller with a remote
and offered to let me borrow it. Generating a dying edible critter sound from a
location in front of the shooter helps divert a wary predator’s attention away and
offers a chance for one to draw a bow undetected.
As the weather cooled down I had my first chance to try my hand at e-calling and
dedicated a morning to calling relatively close to home.
As luck would have it, on my very first setup a coyote came trotting in to the
caller 20-yards away and I dropped it with one well-placed arrow. It seemed
easy, but little did I know things don’t always come together as planned.

Coyote with a bow!
I tried calling whenever I could break free, and mainly ended up getting schooled
by Wile E. Coyote. I tempted in several that I could have easily taken with a gun,
but trying to get my bow drawn and have them pause long enough for me to
shoot was challenging. There were even a couple times when I released, sure of
a kill, only to have the agile dogs scoot away before the arrow reached them!
During my time afield I enjoyed the fresh air and the beauty of God’s creation,
often seeing songbirds and other wildlife.
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Beautiful Western Bluebird
On two separate occasions in different areas I had great horned owls silently
swoop in to check for an easy meal!

A great horned owl silently landed nearby after hearing the predator call
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A couple of Curve-billed Thrashers – they have a melodic, almost liquid, song
In January I had an archery deer hunt in southern NM, so brought along the
predator call with the intent to use it during downtime when wasn’t finding deer.
Although I located deer on a couple of occasions, and even stalked within 70yards of a dandy buck, I couldn’t close the distance and ended up not even
drawing my bow on a deer.
I set up to call predators in a couple of areas and brought in two beautiful gray
foxes, which are a pretty small target, and dart around quickly. I missed the first
but dropped the second. My first fox and Robin called dibs on turning the
beautiful hide into a classy stole.
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What a pretty fur!
At one of my sets later in the winter I scanned for predators and caught a bobcat
sitting on a boulder looking my way. After several minutes he hopped off the
stone, but never came in, at least that I could see. Much like lion, I’ve heard that
bobcat is fantastic table fare, so I had high hopes of calling him in, but despite
concentrating in the area several more times I never saw another.

Bobcat: the other, smaller, white meat
Trying my hand at predators made for a plenty of winter and springtime action, a
season typically part of my hunting downtime. I also found a couple of shed
antlers during my hikes and explored areas I had never been to before. Toting
my bow made it extremely challenging and after my early successes, I was
humbled by the number of times something went wrong: my setup, swirling wind,
coyotes approaching from an unforeseen direction, or a plethora of others.
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Before I knew it, turkey season was approaching and it was time to shift gears.
Incidentally, coyotes and bobcats have a huge impact on turkey poult survival, so
I wish I had thinned out their population a little more.
Reminiscing, I realized it had been NINE YEARS since I killed a turkey. Granted,
I helped Robin in her stellar double-bird success last year, but I had been trying
hard to get one of my own at the same time. This year my scouting turned up
some sign in a new area that held promise.

Subtle clues that there may be turkeys in the vicinity
This season was hampered by crazy spring weather: sleet, snow and wind. I
squeezed in every opportunity I could, but as proven by nearly a decade, things
weren’t coming together. On several occasions I saw more coyotes than turkeys,
and had I been toting a shotgun I’d have several pelts plus a turkey or two, but I
enjoy the challenge of pursuing turkeys with archery tackle. And face it, at the
end of the day turkey hunting is more about the outdoor experience than it is
about putting loads of meat in the freezer.
Opening weekend found me in the woods; however, Robin’s schedule was too
packed for her to accompany me. I heard some roosted gobblers before dawn,
but they must have had hens nearby, as they quieted down soon after hitting the
ground and I never saw or hear them again.
I hiked and explored, occasionally letting out a lonely hen yelp call when I found
likely areas with handy brush piles or logs available for a quick setup. In typical
early season fashion, the temperature dropped and the sky spit snow. With
weather like that, the day would likely be a bust.
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Opening weekend heavy snow nearly blotting out the sun
As I explored the wintery wonderland I crossed a set of smokin’ fresh coyote
tracks. I quickly tucked into some brush and let out a few squalls on my predator
mouth call. In less than 30-seconds I caught movement to my left and a coyote
trotted past me within 3-yards. At that distance it was inevitable that he smelled
me before I could even think about drawing my bow. The wily predator veered
and galloped into the brush. Drat. If I had toted along the remote caller I could
have turned the wintery day into a furry success – and helped the turkey
population at the same time.
As the season progressed, my encounters blended into a blur of action and
frustration.

Some morning action!
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Gooobbbllle!

Just a few more steps and this guy would have come within range

Strutter too far away and unwilling to approach my decoys
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As the season wound down I began to wonder if I would be able capitalize. I had
tried calling, ambushing near roosting trees both morning and evening, and
stalking – with nothing to show for it but close calls and memories.
On one occasion I had 3 toms and 4 hens cavort and display between 50 and
100-yards of my location for over an hour. Another evening I had 2 jakes fly right
over my head to roost as I waited in ambush. Yet another time I stealthily set up
decoys just before dawn only to discover that a tom had been roosted in a tree
just 30-yards away from my location. Despite strutting and gobbling from a stout
branch for nearly 30-minutes, I’m certain he had seen me set out the fake birds
and when he finally flew down it was far in the opposite direction.
One weekend Robin’s schedule allowed her to accompany me and we set a
popup blind as an ambush near a roosting area. Two jakes silently crept past,
but they crossed her shooting lane too quickly for her to trigger her crossbow.
Finally near the end of season I squeaked in an early morning attempt. As the
sun began to take the edge off the dark sky I was greeted with the sweet song of
gobbles from two directions. In hopes that the birds would congregate at my
location, and let out a couple of gentle clucks when it was just light enough to
see. Both gobblers responded, and several hens began to cluck and yelp
nearby. In anticipation of their arrival, I sat quietly with my bow supported
vertically by clip-on legs, and a specialty turkey arrow nocked. I had spent
considerable time prior to season dialing in an arrow/broadhead combination and
was eager to put it to use. The Magnus Bullhead is a 3-blade, 4” cutting
diameter broadhead exclusively designed for head and neck shots on turkeys. In
order to get the large broadhead flying true I ended up fletching my arrows with 6
vanes for added stability, and footing the shafts with a length of aluminum arrow
to effectively stiffen the spine of the longer shaft needed to ensure the large
blades cleared my bow’s sight and my fingers.
Soon I glimpsed movement near the far end of a narrow clearing. I had set up at
the end where this flock had strutted and carried on for an hour the week prior,
and of course, this time they decided to show off and tease me from the opposite
end of the meadow. I watched them through the branches of my natural hide.
Each time it appeared some might head my way, they would turn back: circling
and feeding well beyond range. I called off and on in hopes of drawing a hen my
way and eventually one began to meander in my direction. Two toms and 3-4
hens followed suit and I hoped this would be my time.
Unfortunately they veered into the thick brush as they approached. At one point
a tom crept by me at a scant 5-yards, but a solid wall of branches precluded any
chance of a shot. I hardly dared blink, let alone breathe. That sort of close call is
why I love bowhunting so dearly.
I let him ease past, certain he was looking for the hen (me) he had heard calling.
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When he got out of sight, I slyly scratched some dry leaves to simulate a feeding
bird. The tom quickly reappeared and retraced his path through the thicket. My
neck cramped as I tried to keep track of him. After he disappeared in the
opposite direction I gave a quiet cluck on my box call and this time he skirted the
side of my hide with a shooting lane! He slowly walked by and as he began to
focus his attention beyond me I quickly drew my bow. I gave a soft yelp by
mouth and he immediately belted out a gobble and craned his neck to look for
this nearby hen. I squeezed my release and watched my arrow connect halfway
up his neck with a loud crack. He dropped like a stone and I was astonished to
see that I had lopped his head clean off!
His wings flapped briefly and I held hopes that the sound of feathers might lure
the other tom over for a fight. I quickly nocked an arrow and sat tight; however,
soon I heard the flock gobbling and clucking as they moved away.
I crept from my hide and admired the impressive bird. I later weighed him at 18.4
pounds: certainly my largest, although Robin pointed out that her tom from last
year was nearly a pound heavier!

Turkey feathers are incredibly beautiful

Pretty good spurs – the best of my NM birds
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I am thrilled and humbled to have filled a turkey tag this season. Despite it being
nearly a decade since I last notched a tag, the past seasons have been actionpacked and loads of fun. I chalk up every one as a success, filled with fond
memories, close calls, and great times in the outdoors – even if no tasty birds
were killed during those outings.
This season just happened to be extra special because it included icing on the
cake, and I can’t wait to pit myself against some wily predators and noble birds
again!
God bless,
Carl
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